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Welcome Lectureship Visitors, to I-larding Col'lege
Thirteen Seleci:ed for Who's Who Honors Brewer Speaks Tonight;
Benson, Keeble Tomorrow
Who's Who among Students in
American Universities and Colleges
announces the selection of 13 Harding students to its 1955-56 edition.
This organization is established to
give recognition to the outstanding
college men and women who possess
the qualities of leadership and
achievement.
Of the 13 rece~ving Who's Who
recognition, 11 are seniors and two
are junio.rs. They are: Margaret Buchanan, Jane Claxton, Peggy Futrell,
Klaus Goebels, George Kieffer, Jackie
King, Joe Lewis, Jack McNutt, Jerry
Perrin, Dick Richardson, Louise
Shults, Ramona Thompson, and Winfred Wright.
Margaret Buchanan, DeRidder, La.
a member of F.T.A. and the L.C.
club, was a nominee for May Queen.
She was selected by the Mohicans as
club sweetheart.
Editor of the '56 Petit Jean, Jane
Claxton, Grovespring, Mo., was elected best-all-round of '55. She directed
the '55 May Fete ~s a member of the
Ju Go Ju club. Campus Players and
the Home Ee. club round out her
school activities.
Peggy Futrell, ~ senior from Wal-

nut Ridge, was a finalist in the 1955
Petit Jean Queen contest. She is a
member of Regina.
Klaus G-oebbels, Heidelberg, Germany, is outstanding for his academic work in the field of religion.
He plans to preach full time when
his schooling is completed.
President of Sigma Tau Sigma,
George Kieffer, Springfield, Mo., was
president of his junior class. Honor
was awarded him as junior class
favorite last year.
Winner of an ACPA medal, Jackie
King, Searcy, has done extensive
work on the Bison staff. A member
of Ju Go Ju, she is also on the Petit
Jean staff.
Joe Lewis, Mission, Kans., has
been presented the A Tempo and
Band awarcJ;;. He is an active member of the chorus, band and orchestra in addition to his membership
in Frater Sodalis.
An American Studies student,
Jack McNutt, Norphlet, has received
membership in the Alpha Honor SoSociety. He is also a Delta Iota.
Jerry Perrin, Pocahontas, is an
active particcipant in the intramural program as he is a major in

physical education. He sings in the
chorus and men's quartet. A Sub-'f
16, he is also a member of F.T.A.

Dick Richardson, Caruthersville,
Mo., has served as preseident of his
freshman and sophomore classes. An
American Studies student, he was a
delegate to the Mid-South Model
United Nations. He is vice-president
of Alpha 'phi Kappa. He was freshman class favorite.
Winner of the Ganus Award, Louise Shults, Williford, has been an
honor student on the Dean's list.
She is a member of L.C.
An aetive member of Campus
Players, Ramona Thompson, Laings,
0., is president of the Regina club
She was a May Queen finalist and
received the best actress award in
1955,
Winfred Wright, Greenway, is
president of the Student Association.
Students selected Winfred as bestall-round of '55. He has been _president of his sophomore class and
president of F.T.A. Elected sophomore class favorite, he is also Petit
Jean business manager. A Mohican,
he was a '55 basketball all-star.

Dr. G. C. Brewer will speak on "Paul's Charge to Timothy"
at 7 p.m. tonight.
,
Dr. Brewer, an outstanding debator and writer, has preached a number of years in churches at Los Angeles, Calif., Lubbock, Tex. and Memphis, Tenn.
The Two Men's quartets and the women's octet under the
direction of Kenneth Davis Jr. will sing preceeding Dr. Brewer's
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-<>lecture.

Alumni Association
Planning Activities
For '55 lectureship
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Midsuinmer Night's Drea·m Dr. Bales Holds
To Be Presented Dec. 2 Meeting In Japan
"Mid Summer Night's Dream," to be given Dec. 2, is the
first Shakespearian play to be presented by Campus Players.
The directors are Glen Wiley, who has acted in three threeact plays; "Hamlet," Mid Summer Night's Dream" and "Merchant of Venice," and Mrs. Glen Wiley,who has directed about
30 thre~-act plays. The assistant directors are Glenda Calvert
- and Ruby Anderson.
The players are making their own
costumes under the direction of Kay
Wilson. Mack Graham has drawn the
plans for the stage. This is his first
attempt at stage setting. Helen Hendrix is the prop mistress.
Leading roles are: Edward Ritchie,
Quince; Delia Beth Stevenson, Helenia and Ila Verne Crews, Titinia.
Ila Verne held the leading role in
"Meet Me In St. Louis," last year
during her senior year at Harding
Academy.
Romona Thompson, Puck, voted
the best woman actress last year.
Burl Hogan, Demetrius, acted in
three three-act plays last year.
Darrel Alexander·, Oberon, directed
the play "The Long Christmas Dinner" and Peggy McLemore, Hermia,
directed the "Boer." Donald Sauter,
Bottom, was in a three-act play
last year and has been in a one-act
play this year.
Others with leading roles are:
Jo Anne King as Hippolyta; Doyle
Ward as Lysander and Edsel Hughes
as Thesus.

Dale Carnegie Dies~
Class To Continue
Dale Carnegie, famed author and
lecturer, died Nov. 1, at the age of
61.
Carnegie headed the Carnegie Institute of Effective Speech and Human Relations which conducts
courses in 750 cities ·in the United
States and in 27 foreign countries.
A half-million people have taken
the course. One of these classes, is
now being conducted on the Harding
campus.
Carnegie's widow said. the Institute will continue under her direction. She will carry out his previous
plans for expansion.
Mr. Carnegie's book, How to Win
Friends and Influence People, published in 1936 has sold 4,000,000
copies. He also wrote How To Stop
Worrying and Start Living.
The classes give training in
speech, salesmanship, human relations and applied psychology.

CALENDAR
November 18-Academy
with Barton.

Football

Show night-"Lucy Gallant"
November 19-Fall Footlights.
November 20-A Cappela Chorus
trip through northern Arkansas.
November 121-Preacher's meeting
6:00 P. M.
Personal Evangelism 7:00 P. M.

Dr. J . D. Bales,
professor of
Christian
d o ctrine, left Nov.
12 via Pan American Airways to
conduct an eightday meeting among armed service personnel in
Tokyo and other
far Eastern staBales
tions.
George Gurganus, an alumnus of
Harding and long active in mission
work in Japan, was responsible for
arrangement of the trip.
Although this is Bales' first trip
to the Far East, it is not his first
contact with the Orient. In the past
few monhs Dr. Bales has been taking part in a mail debate with a
Buddhist priest, who provided him
with a Chinese translation of both
sides of the debate. This document
has been a source of much interest
on the campus. George Yue, a Harding student from Canton, China, has
retranslated parts of it.

To close the 32nd annual lectureship, tomorrow night, Pres. George
S. Benson will speak on "Three
Great Opportunities at Harding
College."
Marshall Keeble, Negro ~vange
list, will give the closing address
following Dr. Benson's speech.
Keeble has baptized from 25 to 30
thousand people. He is president of
the Nashville Christian Institute,
Nashville, Tenn.

Activities of special interest to
graduates and ex-students of Harding who will be on the campus
during lectureship week have been
planned by the Alumni Association.
The traditional Alumni Coffee will
be held in the Emerald Room of
Ganus Student Center Thursday,
Nov. 17. at" 8 a.m. Coffee and doughnuts will be served.
The executive Committee of the
Alumni Association will hold its
annual fall meeting in the Emerald
Room Thursday at noon.
Rhodes Memorial Field House will
be the setting for the Alumni-Varsity basketball game at 4 p.m. ThurGordon Teel, new minister of the
sday. Last year the Varsity defeated
College Church of Christ, was guest
the Alumni 62-57.
speaker in chapel Saturday, Nov. 12.

Gordon Teel
New .Minister

At College Church

Alexander Directs
Thornton Wilder Play
"The Long Christmas Dinner," a
one act play by Thornton Wilder was
presented at the regular CamJ)US
Player's meeting last week, under
the direction of Darrell Alexander.
Those who are familar with Thorton Wilder's works found no difficulty in imagining the passing of 90
years within the 30 minute play.
The cast included Juanita Clift,
Lucia; Gene Thompson, Roderick;
Carol Dunkin, Mother Bayard; Bob
McNees, Cousin Roderick; Freddy
Massey, Charles; Peggy Robertson,
Lenora; Thom Edwards, Roderick II;
Dortha Puthian,, Luci~ II;
Jim
Hudson,
Samuel; Lavora Balard,
Emengrade; Ua Verne Crews, Genevieve; and Judaun Ragan, the nurse.
Production crews included Mack
Graham, stage manager; Ruby Nell
Bobbitt, prompter; Della Stockes,
costume; Patsy Smith, Shirley Alexander, Helen Hendrix, and Carolyn
Hightower.
A business meeting was held after
the play. Prof. Richard Walker presented an honorary membership in
Alpha Psi Omega Dramatic Fraternity to Mr. Glen Wiley, co-sponsor
of Campus Players.

Arriving here last week from Pasadena, Tex.,
suburb of Houston,
the Teel family is living at 1208
East Rac.e St.
Before his work with the Shaw
Street Church in Pa~adena, Mr.
Teel lived in Durant, Okla. where
he worked with the church and
also was an instructor of religious
education, music and voice in the
East Oklahoma Teacher's College
in Durane.
Mr. Teel attended North Texas
State Teacher's College in Denton,
Tex. before receiving his B. A. degree in Bible from Abilene Christian
College.
The rest of the Teel family consists of Paul, 12.; Rebecca, ten; Sara
Jane, nine; Daniel, four; and Mrs.
Teel

a

2600 Guests At:fend
County Book Fair
The White Country Book Fair directed by Mrs. J. T. Glass and Mrs.
Inez Bishop was attended by over
2600 people. All but three schools in
the county were represented.

The County School System, the
County Library System, Harding College and Academy, P.T.A. groups,
and parents all over the county gave
November 30-Wednesday night
The Harding A Cappella Chorus much emphasis to the value of good
meeting 7 :30 P . M.
will present programs at Blyth- books.
ville, Paragould, Pocahontas, WalDecember 2-Lyceum; Arthur Blake,
Special guests Thursday were Mrs.
nut Ridge and Hoxie this week end.
Impressionest.
Carl Neal, state librarian; Miss FredBecause of Thanksgiving vacation
The group will leave the campus
December 3-A Cappella Chorus the next edition of the Bison will early Sunday morning and will re- dy Schrader, Mrs. Marie Pickney,
Miss Compton and Mrs. Yost. The
be Dec. 7.
trip.
turn Monday night.
Friday guest was Mrs. Ann Jackson.
All are members of the Arkansas
Library commission.

November 25-Show
Sister Eileen".

night-"My

A Cappella Chorus
Plans Short Tour

NOTICE

Petit Jean Queen NorTiinees Announced

Nov. 23 marks the date of the
first vote for Queen of the Petit
Jean for 1956. The 12 nominees will
be presented to the student body in
a chapel program on that date.
The Petit Jean Queen is chosen by
the student body from the nominees
of the men's social clubs.
Reigning -over the chapel program
will be Miss Jane Russell, the 1955
Queen, nominee of Lambda Sigma.
This year's nominees are:
Jane Claxton, nominated by TNT.
Jane is a senior and editor of the
Petit Jean. She is a home economics
major from Grove Spl'ings, Mo., a
member of the Home Ee Club and
the Ju Go Ju social club.
The Lambda Sigma candidate is
Patsy Craig, a senior from Jonesboro. She is majoring in English and
is president of WHC social club.
Lora Ann Oliver is representing
the Mahicans. Lora is a junior from
Morrilton. She is an elementary education major, a member of F.T.A.,
the A Cappella Chorus, and a Regina.

Cavalier is represented by Marjorie McGinnis from Osceola. Marjorie is a senior majoring in home
economics. She was the junior class
favorite, a member of A Cappella
Chorus and president of Omega Phi.
Ramona Thompson, nominated by
Delta Iota, is a senior from Laings,
0. She is a general science major, a
member of F.T.A., Campus Players,
and the Regina social club.
Koinonia nominated Peggy Futrell, a senior from Walnut Ridge,
who was a finalist in the 1955 Petit
Jean Queen contest. Peggy is an
English major and a1 member of
Regina.
Iva Lou Langdon, presented by
Sub T-16, is a senior from Kankakee, Ill., majoring in home economics. She is a member of the
Home Ee Club, chorale and WHC.
Margaret Austin, a senior, is presented by Sigma Tau Sigma. She is
from Piggott and is majoring in
general business. Margaret was a
Bison all-star queen attendant, May
Queen attendant in 1955, and girl's
intramural sports all-star. She is on

the Petit Jean staff and is president
of Ju Go Ju.
Claudette Harris, a junior from
Walnut Ridge, is nominated by Galaxy. She is majoring in music education, a member of A Cappella
Chorus, A Tempo, opera workshop,
Regina, and was Queen of the first
Bison All-Star Football Game.
The nominee of Tri Sigma Delta
is Nancy Lacy from Shrev.e port, La.,
She is majoring in journalism and
she won the Abilene Christian College Press Club Reporting Award.
She is a junior on the Petit Jean
and Bison staffs and a member of
Ju Go Ju.
Jo Ann Holton is nominated by
Frater Sodalis. Jo Ann is a senior
from Antlers, Okla., majoring in
physical education. She is secretary
of F.T.A. and president of Las Companeras.
_
Andee King is the nominee of
Alpha Phi Kappa. She is president
of Delta Chi Omega and is a member of Campus Players. She is an
elementary education major from
St. Louis, Mo.

Thursday afternoon Mrs. Francis
Murdock; Miss Jo Anne Lilly and
Mrs. Glass, with the help of the
student librarians of the college,
served tea to the Book Fair guests,
including Dr. and Mrs. Benson, Mrs.
L. C. Sears, Dr. and Mrs. F. W. Mattox, Dr. and Mrs. Russel Lewis, Dr.
and Mrs. W. B. West, Jr., Dr. and
Mrs. Frank Holmes and Mr. and Mrs.
Perry Mason.

Civil Service Agent
Visits Campus Nov. 18
A representative from the Civil
Service Commission will be on ihe
campus November 18 in room 112
of the American Studies building,
to discuss with 1956 graduates the
possibilities of employment with the
government.
This is part of the Civil Service
Commission's recruitment program
on the college level.
Almost any type of employment
is available. There are numerous opportunities for employment abroad.
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Around the

We Say 'Welcome'
The Bison takes this opportunity to say, "welcome ~isitors,
to Harding College."
Harding is a Christian institution of higher learning that
exists to help its students build a philosophy of life upon a
foundation of Christian ideals and to develop skills and abilities necessary for earning a living.
Harding strives to help each student mentally, physically
and spiritually to the fullest possible extent, and has been
dedicated to this purpose for more than 30 years.
The more than eight hundred Harding students want every
lectureship visitor to become acquainted with the wonderful
Christian atmosphere that we have here. We love our institution, and we hope that you will also come to appreciate it.
Don't expect perfection! You won't find it. We are only
human beings trying to prepare ourselv~s to serve God and
humanity. We think that Harding is an excellent place to prepare ourselves for the future, and we feel fortunate in being
able to attend college with Christian people.
Again we say "welcome." Come back to see us soon.

It Happens Every Wednesday
Getting out a paper is no joke. If we print jokes, people
say .we're corny. l£ we don't they say we're too serious. l£
we clip material £from other papers, we are too lazy to write
it ourselves. l£ we don't, we're stuck with our own stuff.
If we don't print all our contributions, we're biased. If
we do, the columns are filled with junk. If we make a change
in a write-up, we're too critical. l£ we don't, we're blamed for
poor editing. If we print our views OJ\ the editorial page, they're
wrong. If we don't we're wishy-washy.
Now, more than likely, some guy will say we swiped this
from some other paper. We did!

~
By JOANNE HARTMAN

Umbrellas,
blankets,
feathers,
l''*l
dunce caps, waste cans, mugs, raw
' - - - - - - - - - - - - B Y CHARLES PITTMAN
eggs, invisible dogs-the Harding
Sanatorium! It's rumored that a
"Yes, but . . ." With these two faith in Him to believe that he is
maniac was on the campus for three words it is possible to completely trustworthy.
days and no one knew the differ- destroy the forcefulness of any
Why, then, do we not step out to
ence!
teaching found in the Bible.
receive the wonderful things He has
Jesus himself said, "Give to him. promised us?
Another promise to remember is:
Pledges, the lowest things on who begs from you, and do not re"Consider the lilies of the field,
earth, were occasionally asked how fuse him who would borrow from
low they were. Barbara Grammar you." (Matt. 5:42) . The force of this how they grow; they neither toil nor
said, "I'm so low they will have to teaching can be destroyed with, spin; yet I tell you, even Solomon in
all his glory was not arrayed like
dig my grave up instead of down." "Yes, but . . . "
one of these.
Another pledge: "I'm so low I'd
Everything Except
"But if God so clothes the grass of
have to have a telescope pointing up
One may say, "I am willing to the field. which today is alive and
.to see bottom."
tomorrow is thrown into the oven,
Margia Ruffin said, "I'd have to lend everything except . . . " An- will he not much more clothe you, 0
have a bean stalk going up further other may say, "Yes, this passage men of little faith?
says we are not to refuse him who
than Jack's to reach bottom."
"Therefore do not be anxious,
would borrow from us, but . . ."
Another pledge: "I'm so low I
saying, 'What shall we eat?' or
All I can think to say in reply is,
could crawl under an amoeba and
'What shall we drink?' or 'What
"Really? Where do you read that ? "
not even tickle it."
shall we wear?'
God has filled the New Testament
"For the Gentiles seek all these
full of promises which may be had things; and your heavenly Father
The picture of the perfect pledge: merely by complying with the conknows that you 'need them all.
Barbara Galyan, when asked if her ditions of the promises.
"But seek first his kingdom and
hat was too big replied, "No, my
But
we
take
them
with
a
proverbhis
righteousness, and all these
head is too small."
Then there was the imperfect ial grain of salt and say, "Yes, but I things shall be yours as well." Matt.
pledge like Mary Durer who woke don't quite believe that God will do 6:28 -33 ).
A Hundredfold
Margaret Hardy at 11:00 to ask what He says He will."
Although we may not actually say
when she wanted to be awakened
Consider this promise:
this with our mouths, we show it by
the next morning!
"Truly, I say to you, there is no
One of the best ideas for pledges our actions.
one
who has left house or brothers
was the lirie cutting patrol of the
Consider, for example, Luke 6:38.
Lambda Sigmas. With water pistols "Give, and it will be given to you; or sisters or mother or father or
as weapons, the pledges shot all line good measure, pressed down, shaken children or lands, for my sake and
cutters, suspected cutters and any- together, running over, will be put for the gospel, who will not receive
a hundredfold now in this time,
one else who looked suspicious.
into your lap. For the measure you
Lambda Sigma also had a "snake give will be the measure you get houses and brothers and sisters and
mothers and children and lands,
patrol" checking on all the campus back."
with persecutions, and in the age to
swings!
God is Trustworthy
come eternal life." (Mk. 10:29-30.
Three pledges sat -0n the steps of
By our actions we show that we
Would that we had more faith to
the Administration Building in the
pose of the monkeys, "See no evil, don't believe God will keep His take God at His word. "Help thou
promises. Certainly we have enough our unbelief."
hear no evil , speak no evil."

~

?na~e ?7zine

MUSIC

'~A MAN WE ALL KNOW AND L9VE, Mr. Uh, Uh•••••"

8
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The girls in the dorm were put
to sleep in the evening by pledges
serenading off-key and awakened by
pledges shouting the next morning,
"Time to get up!"
Everyone, especially the pledges,
is glad the week is over. And as a
fit ending, here is a ·poem of the
KAT club:
"What a beautiful bird the frog are.
When he hop he fly almost.
When he stand still he sit almost.
He ain't got no tail.
He ain't got no sense neither.
When he sit he sit on what he ain't
got almost, nearly."

\
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Rambling .with Richard
By DICK RICHARDSON

I

Certainly the great Sha kespeare
must have been familiar with college
life, when he produced the line in
Macbeth, "Much learning hath made
thee mad."
After last week's tests, it is not
uncommon to see staggering, lost
stUdents wondering over the Harding
campus, afraid to open their eyes for
fear they will bleed to death.
Each nine weeks we shove aside
our September resolution, "This year
I will not cram," and proceed to
pour gallons of black blew down our

York and would pick him on the
strength of his personality if he
By SUGAR STEWART
could not play a note.
Two drummers are needed to
It seems of late that everyone who
stand the pace of the brass men.
knows anything about jazz music is
Gene Krupa and Zutty Singleton can
picking an All-Star or ideal jazz
hold down this position.
band. Although a tyro in the field, I
Although Buddy Rich is considerwould like to pick my ideal jazz
ed the greatest drummer in the busiband.
For lead trumpet, only the great ness today, he is not essentially of
Satchmo Armstrong would be ac- the Dixieland jazz idiom. Thus, Zutty
ceptable. Even in his early twenties, should be used since h e is Dixie all
Louis was billed as "The World's the way.
The big problem is piaho. Don't
Greatest Trumpet Player" and justly
throw sticks, but I would use "Faso.
Playing the horn will be Roy Eld- ther" Hines and Jess Stacy. Jelly
ridge. Eldridge is considered a Roll Morton is the undisputed 'King'
"bridge" between Dixieland and pro- of jazz pianists, but this ban d congressive jazz, but his flavor is more sists of living musicians.
Rounding out the group, t he verDixie.
Charlie Shavers should play the satile and steady Eddie Condon on
other horn. Shavers is more versa- guitar is enough to justify my calling
tile than the other horns, and after this my ideal jazz band.
If these men needed an arranger,
hearing him in New York last spring
Duke Ellington would be the only
I could not make a better choice.
In the trombone section, Jackson choice, but with the above men, an
'
Teagarden, Kid and Lou McGarity arranger is not needed.
The vocalists are Ella Fitzgerald
should be enough to please anyone.
All three men play a good Dixie and Louis Armstrong. Ella Fitz provstyle, and with Ory definitely New ed herself capable in "Pete Kelley's
Orleans, the flavor will be of the Blues", and Louis, well everyone has
heard Louis. Teagarden and Ory
old style.
George Lewis, Barney Bigard and have done many vocals, especially
Benny Goodman will make a clari- Teagarden whose "Basin Street
net section that cannot be beaten. Blues" is a jazz classic.
Well, there it is. I think that I
Lewis and Bigard are truly jazz men
and need no explanation. Goodman, can justify most of the men acceptthough actually a swing musician, is ably. This writer is open for correcso versatile that his talents are need- tion and will try to explain his
choices in private or in next week's
ed.
The string bass position is open to column at the discretion of t he dismuch debl!-te, but I would chose Ar- senters.
vell Shaw on the strength of his
playing with the current Louis Armstrong aggregation, and Milt Hinton,
who is at pre~ent with the Shavers
"Be not simply good, but good for
group. I met Hinton while in New something.'' -(Thoreau)

Thought Of The Week

gullets in order to ward off the
students test week enemy, sleep.
Perhaps after several more years of
college we will come to realize that
cramming is not only foolish but
impractical. However, until we ~each
this state of maturity, I suppose we
will just continue to cram.
Many thanks to you former Harding students who have written during the past week expressing your
appreciation for the "Rambling with
Richard" column.
Richard received letters from Delbert Davis in Sebastopool, Calif.,
Stan Shewmaker in Fanwood, New
J ersey, Al Petri~ in Barin Field,
Ala ., Tommy Parish in Urbana, Ill.,
and a very kind Thank-U-Gram from
Shirley Birdsall way up in Ontario,
Cana da . We were happy to hear
from all of you and hope that you
will continue to read the column for
the rest of the year.
And from members of the science
deaprtment, comes this week's poem:
If someone should go straight up
At near the speed of light
In a hundred thousand years or so
He'd reach a fearful height
(Don't blame me; I told them it
wasn't any good) .
Darrell Alexander's one-act play,
"The Long Christmas Dinner" was
well-received by the Harding audience last Thursday evening. A simpfe set and a whole realm of new
talent made the play a refreshing
production.
Outstanding in the cast was Ila
Verne Crews who played the part of
an old maid as if she had had years
of experience. Well done," Mr. Darrell.
In Deepest Sympathy: to the thousands of t urkeys in the United
States.
Do not miss Fall Footlights this
Saturday night. The program is slated to be first-class entertainment!
It was interesti;ng to note this
week in the St. Louis Globe-Democrat that the grave-diggers of Memphis, Tenn., have organized, taking
out cards with the CIO Canners' and
Packer's Union.

.

Three Greek Students Tell Of Their ·Home Country
By Sallie Turner

November 16, 1955

HARDING BISON, Searcy, Ark.
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BISON FEATURES

Three Greek students are enrolled
as freshmen this year at Harding.
They are Demetrius Noulis, Speros
Hadjistrauropoulos and Panayiotis
(Pete ) Pissalides, all close friends
from Thessaloniki, Greece. They decided to come to this country
through correspondence with a minister, who also interested them in
coming to Harding.

Assignment Harding

Photographer'-s Wit Saves The Day

Demetrius, who arrived last March,
is a second semester freshman majoring in pre-med.

A few weeks ago a new face was
seen on the Harding campus. It was
Customs Differ
the photographer. Each year we all
Sally Turner enjoys talking with Harding's three Greek students,
go through the process of posing
In describirrg this country, he said, Speros Hadjustauropoulos, Panayiotis (Pete) Pissalides and Demetrius
this way and that, then keeping our
"In Greece the country is very rocky Noulis.
fingers crossed, hoping for a half
with not too many fields. We have
believe in the Bible, but we believe as being engaged. Here the girls date
human picture.
many mountains. Our main crops
many different boys, but in Greece
in Mary as Holy
By Barbara Galyan
Girls, of course, must bear more
are tobacco and olives. There are
the boys do not let their girl friends
eight million people in Greece, with
Greek Religion
The School of American Studies pain in this situation than boys.
date other boys. In Greece the girls,
customs that differ a lot from those
"The chief religion is that of the with some exceptions, start dating held it s first banquet Thursday, Nov. After all, every hair on their heads
must be in place and there's always
of the United States. The Greek peo- Greek Orthodox. (Both Speros and
at about 17. I don't like the Ameri- 10, in the Emerald Room. Dr. Paul the possibility that the picture will
ple stick to the old customs, but we the others are members of the Greek
can idea of dating so many at one Meisner, president-elect of the be taken from the wrong side.
are modern, too. The new genera- Orthodqx Church.) Most of the
time; it is better to date only one American Association of School AdIt's really quite amusing to watch
tion doesn't care about the customs, Greeks attend these services regularministrators and Superintendent of
boy for a certain period of time.
the
reaction of different people bebut the old ones do. The towns and ly. Many American people come to
"I like the American way of let- Schools, Glencoe, Ill., was the speak- fore and after this so-called operacities differ. In the villages the Greece, but we don't have American
er.
Dr.
Meisner
also
spoke
in
the
ting the boys and girls attend high
tion. I had charge of the money takhouses are closer together.
churches in Greece. The services school together. The school systems small auditorium at 8 p.m. and in
ing one afternoon and enjoyed a
"We are from Thessaloniki. It is here are very simple compared to are different; in Greece we have six chapel Friday morning.
birds-eye view of all goings on.
a city of about 600,000. It is a very Greek services, but I like them. I years elementary and six years high
Attending the dinner were Dr. CalThe photographer, a comedian in
clean and quiet city compared to like Harding but not the food."
school. Both boys and girls attend vin Stanley, Gen. and Mrs. W. P. disguise, has only one joke which
American cities. We don't have as
Pete, whose favorite subject is the elementary but they separate in Campbell, Russell L. Simmons, Dr.
many cars, of course, as you do here. chemistry, plans to study here for high school. After high school they R. A. Lewis, Miss Betty Clark, Dr. is so apropos to the occasion, that to
use it over and over is excusable. As
Transportation is mostly by bus. We two years, majoring in engineering, both may attend the universities."
and Mrs. F. L. Holmes, Dean L. C. soon as a victim enters tl:ie "studio"
do have traffic lights and traffic po- before he enters engineering school.
sears, Mrs. Edwina Wilson, Mrs. the photographer smiles and says,
We Like Harding
lice the same as you.
When asked about the differences in
Inez
Pickens, Miss Marguerite
Pete spoke for his friends when O'Banion, Roy Ott, Dr. J. A. Hedrick, "Ready to be shot?"
"The city is on the Aegean Sea, the young people of the two cuntries,
By this time the ice is broken and
he
said
"I
like
Harding
because
of
and its port is the second largest in Pete said, "The girls are very difDr. W. K: Summitt, Charles Pitner, the student is seated under glaring'
Greece. Our main food is beans, but ferent. Some wear lipstick from 14 the spirit here. Everybody is a friend Miss Imogene McAlister, Dr. Joseph lights. Still smillng, the camera man
we cook them in many different years old and on. In Greece, they of one another. When we need help Pryor, A. S. Croom and six educa- pushes a blazing light directly over
don't wear lipstick until 19 or 20.
in lessons, the American boys are tion students
ways."
the student's head and one on each
willing to help. The campus is a nice
Speros is majoring in architeCture
Representing the public schools side. Escape is impossible.
Dating Customs
place.
We
like
America,
and
both
my
and plans to spend eight years in the
Being a thoughtful man, the phowere three visitors from McRae, five
"The dating is very different. In Greek friends and I hope that we
United States before returning to
tographer
tells his wet-eyed species
from
Pangburn,
four
from
Griffithwork in Greece. Questioned about Greece, there is no such word as go- will soon get used to these new cus- ville, and five from Searcy. Repre- (bright lights, you know) to close
toms."
ing
steady.
Going
steady
is
the
same
the Greeks' religion, he ssaid, "We
sentatives from Bald Knob, Beebe her eyes if bothered by the lights.
Knowing college life like I do, all
and Judsonia were present.
Other guests at the banquet were she has to do is shut her eyes and
Dr. John E . Kane, University of Ark- she" be in a dead sleep, slumped on
ansas; Mrs. Grace Trice, County · the floor.
This eager model is no exception,
School Supervisor; Mr. and Mrs. R.
G. Deener, Mr. and Mrs. E. 0 . Yancy, and aftre being revived, the process
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Yingley, Mr. and begins again, only with open eyes.
A dramatic pose and an Ipana
Mrs. Oran Vaughn, Dr. and Mrs.
By CHARLES PITTMAN
Porter Rogers, Mr. and Mrs. E. P. smile is of most importance, so for
Bebe Daniels, '55, is teaching sec15 minutes our photographer tries
ond grade in Riverside Park, N. J.,
Just as traditional as ivy-covered buildings and home- Pyeatt, FTA representatives Doyle her in various positions.
Ward,
Edsel
Hughes
and
Jo
Ann
and working on an M.A. at Thenton coming day bonfires is the custom, among church-related
Ah, at last! The desired effect.
Holton; Mr. Harley C. Bridger, presState College.
·
colleges, of gathering for a brief vesper service before bedtime. ident of the White County School Now, look at the birdie. Oh dear,
Milton Peebles, '32, received his
At Harding, after the Godden Hall bell has sounded its Masters Association; and 20 School why did you drop your head? FifMaster's degree in education and nightly curfew, students wend their way dormward; and soon of American Studies scholarship stu- teen more minutes to find the lost
guidance from East Texas State the campus becomes a deserted village of empty sidewalks and dents.
pose.
Finally the picture is ready to be
Teacher's College, Commerce, Tex., gossamer-shrouded buildings.
snapped. That captivating smile alast August.
Another day at Harding College has ended.
gain. One second to take the picture
The James Seals, '53, announce
is the result of all the time it takes
Worship
Before
Retiring
the arrival of their second son, Ranto
pose. There must be a reason.
But before they lay themselves
dall Reed, on Aug. 12. James is
Suppose there's a serious gal in
down to sleep, the students gather
teaching school near Elk City, Kan.,
the crowd. Our photographer has a
with other residents of their resthis year.
remedy for that too. To encourage
pective dorms to commend the day
Leon Sanderson, '54, has recently
Members of the Dale Carnegie such a person to smile he makes
to God, to ask His forgiveness for
been elected secretary of the Memtheir shortcomings, to praise and class were put to two tests during some remark about boy friends.
This puts a few nearly into hysl'his chapter of the Harding Alumni
glorify Him and to pray for His the Tuesday evening class when
Association. Leon is associate miniNov. 8-11 the Harding Academy blessings during the night and the dents were required to talk for 60 terics. I suppose the thought of
ster for the Highland Street church Library held the first White County new day.
second impromptu speech and a even having a boy friend seems
of Christ in Memphis.
Book Fair, under the supervison of
Starting at ten or shortly there- speech using many highly: animated hilarious, to some!
Naturally, the day set for picture
.
Pauline Voyles, '55, received her Mrs. Inez Bishop, White County Li- after, these vesper services consist gestures.
The first half of the class was taking would be the rainiest in the
B.S. degree in Home Economics Edu- brarian; Mrs. J. T. Glass, Harding of singing, prayer, scripture reading
cation from Oklahoma A & M Col- College Librarian; and Mrs. Herbert and, in most cases, brief comments devoted to impromptu speaking and year. This also is disastrous to girls.
a drill using exaggerated gestures. The hours they spend in primping
lege, Stillwater, in May, 1955. She is Johnson, Harding Academy Li- on the reading.
now working as Home Demonstra- brarian. The shelves were cleared
Each class member was asked to are of no avail when the rain gets
Spiritual Value Derived
to make room for 1500 new books
step before the class 'at which time to them.
tion Agent in Atoka, Okla.
The result-begging not to have
Students who attend, believe the his subject was announced. Without
still in their covers, to be put on dis:
Alfreda Teague Hayes, '44, is liv- play.
services have definite spiritual val- any previous preperation, the stu- their picture taken. Couldn't they
ing in Hawaii while her husband is
Many kinds of books, from the ue. And former students visiting dents wererequired to talk for 60 wait till tomorrow? What can one
in service.
simple cloth books for ~hildren the campus have often been heard seconds without pausing for more say when confronted with these
poor, dripping, soggy messes standRamona Newton, '54, is working which are chewable and washable to to advise students not to neglect than five seconds at a time.
ing in front af him ?
as
cashier-receptionist for the romantic teenage love stories, were the opportunity of attending vespers.
Using exaggerated gestures, to
Although vespers often interrupt
It appears as if I've forgotten the
Wayne County Rural Electric Mem- placed in attractive arrangements to
bership Corporation, Richmond, Ind. be shown to the public. Every school their studies, those who attend find develop freedom and confidenc~ males, but they are still around. In
before an audience, the class reWilliam B. Collins, '46, is teaching child in White County, had a chance that they return to their rooms in peated a memory passage describ- fact, everybody notices them. It's
the only time during the school year
in a small high school at Boca to see the books and make a list of a more peaceful state of mind, thus ing a visit to a box factory.
better prepared for more study or
they
are seen wearing coats and ties
the
ones
they
would
like
to
read.
Grande, Fla.
a restful night of sleep.
During the second half of the on a week day.
The
total
attendance
was
2600.
Mary Ruth ('49) and Ralph
class period the speech was to be
Last Sunday the Harding AcaNoffsinger are living at Wichita
Claudette Du Bois, Sam Kitching, of the nature that greatly irritated
demy Chorus made its first chorus
Kan.
Lois Robertson and Eugene Hurley. the speaker. While speaking, the Fall Talent Program
Gene Finley, '55 is teaching Eng- trip of the year to Brinkley to sing
Football captains, Roy Vanderpool speaker was asked to beat on a To Be Saturday Night
on
the
closing'
day
of
a
gospel
meetlish in the Star City, Ark., school
and
Calvin Conn crowned the queen pillow with a rolled newspaper to
ing conducted by Jack Wood Sears.
system.
obtain freedom in natural motion.
"Fall Footlights,'' a talent show
Their program, consisting of num- and presented her with a dozen red
The Bob Morgans are living at bers by the chorus, sextet and quar- roses. The crown was carried on a
Awards went to David Eldridge with a cast of 45 Harding students
Cupertino, Calif., where Bob is work- tet, was followed by a spaghetti din- red satin pillow by Jimmy Berryhill, for special achievement, to Dan and teachers, will be presented at
ing a's a carpenter. Barbara and Bob ner and evening worship at the and the roses were carried by Penny Dahlgren for showing the most im- eight o'clock Saturday evening in
plan to return to Harding for the Brinkley church.
Groover. The attendants were es- provement and to Conard Hays for the Harding College Auditorium.
The two hour 'Show, under the dispring semester.
corted by Reggie Hammil, Tommy the best speech of the evening.
A second girls' sextet was selectrection of Bill Hampton, wilL conGeorge D. Knepper, Jr., '43, has ed from the chorus members by Mr. Dwyer, Mavis Baldwin and Jimmy
sist of 27 numbers.
returned to Ohio from Spokane, Baggett last week. They are as fol- Adkins.
Saturday night, Oct .• 29, pledging
Washington, and is now associated lows; first soprano, Pat Street and
Campus Players Group
with the Jay H. Maish Company Ruth Simons; second soprano, Nancy was officially brought to a close by
Nebraska's York College
informal
initiations
into
the
Acadeadvertising agency.
Banowsky and J'nevlyn Tunnicliff; my social clubs. The candlelight Presents 'The Boer'
Needs Several Teachers
Ann Louise.Warr, '56, became the alto, Faye Berry and Wendy Rhodes.
ceremonies that make one a full"The Boer,'' a Campus Players
bride of Jack Heywood Sawyer, Oct.
The Placement Bureau has a reMrs. Hallie Vanderpol, sponsor fl edged member of the girls' social
workshop production, was presented quest from York College in Nebraska
21 at Little Ro,ck.
of the Dramatics club has chosen the clubs were held at the initiations
Oct.
27
under
·
the
direction
of
PegDale Larsen, '45, has been named cast for the play, "Home For Christ- Monday night, Oct. 31.
for teachers in music, art, home ecogy McLemore.
vice-president 9£ York College, York mas", which is to be presented in
nomics and mathematics. Teachers
The K-9 club members initiated
Joe Hightower played the Boer, in Biblical and modern language are
Neb.
December. Cast includes Clarapane the following boys: Joe Salling, Jim
Royal P~wers will serve as Lappa, C h a r 1 en e Harris, Dorsey Jackson, Chris Dean, Harold Valen- Kaye Wilson portrayed the widow also needed.
Students interested in employment
dean. Mr. Bow(·rs was co-ordinator Tines, Wendy Rhodes, Scotty Knight, tine, Carlton Burke, Tim Rhodes, and Thurman Alexander was the
during the Christmas holiday should
of student empl\Oyment and counse- Don Hayes, Linda Graddy, J'nevlyn Charles Van Winkle, Dale Essary, butler.
Anton Tschekoff, a Rusian, au- make application through the Placelor of men in \ Armstrong Hall at Tunnicliff, Pat Street, Bob Wallace, Bill Williams, Bubba Davis and Jim
thor, wrote the play.
ment Bureau now.
~1l'ancy B a no w s k y, Calvin Conn, Howard.
Harding College •in 1951-53.

Echoes

lrom the Alumni

Meisner Addresses
AS Banquet Guests

Harding Students End Each Day
With Traditional Vesper Services

Academy
NEWS

Improvements
By Carnegie Class
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Socially Speaking

Social Clubs Hold Regular Meetings;
Party Banquet Plans On The Agenda

I.

~

With pledge week and test week
activities over we can settle down
to a somewhat slower pace
,
·
~e W:H.C: s gathered a~ound a
blazing frre m Mrs. Wests home
Saturday night, Nov. 5 for the regular meeting. The girls discussed
plans for future events. Hostesses
Lorie Smith and Asako Kakehi served cake and candy favors as refreshments.
The Lamda Sigmas met Monday
night and made plans for a banquet
to be early in December. A committee was appointed to choose a
club project.
.
At the last meeting of the Mohlcans, Jerry Hill was given a gift as
a result of his being selected the
best Mohican pledge. Jerry's attitude, was typical of the excellent
spirit shown by· most club pledges.
Bill Path led the Mahicans in defeating the Lamba Sigma football team,
with Ed Land, Fred Massey, Glenn
Moore, DeWayne Davenport and
others doing a good job.
GATA's met last Saturday to set a
date for their annual banquet. Plans
for the club project have been made
and will be announced later.
The TNT club met on Nov. 7 to
select a date for their wiener roast.
The club also discussed plans for its
annual Cowboy Party.
Saturday night the Delta Chi Omega's held their regular meeting and
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Home Cooked Meals

:•

Served Daily
Hiway 67 South

!

I

Park Avenue ~rocery
"We Appreciate Your Business"

AND SON

I

!
!

,
"NICE SPOT TO WATCH .A TQUCHDOWH FR.OM. ISN'I m1•

J. D. PHILLIPS

!AL & DEAN CAFE!
:
:

TV-Radio
SALES AND SERVICE

We Deliver
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The Best Haircuts m
I '
Expert Watch Repair
!
Town Come From
J
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Clauqett e Harris, Walnut Ridge,
junior, was crowned 1955 Intramural Football Queen by Dr. George
S. Benson, in halftime ceremonies
Saturday night at the Bison AllStar football game.
Margaret Austin, Piggott, senior,
and Roselyn Shappley,
Memphis,
sophomore were the queen's attendants.
At halftime the royalty rode
around the footbal field in a 1956
Oldsmobile convertible. Their escorts met them when the car was
in front of the stands. The three
couples formed a line facing the
audience.
Claudette and Roselyn were escorted by Dudley Spears and Pete
Ward of the Eastern conference
team. Margaret was escorted by Bill
Stafford, co-captain of the Western
conference team.
Mary Anne Smith, cheerleader,
carried the crown onto the field.
The other cheerleaders, Melba
Sands, Peggy Robertson and Dot
Goodwin, carried the flowers for
the royalty.
The All-Star footbal players elected the queen and attendants.

r-..-·-·-··-. -··-:-n-.._.

Good FoodsReasonable Prices

The best haircuts come

By Nancy Lacy

discussed buymg club pms and
sweaters. Plans are being made for
the banquet which will be in early
Dec. The club held its 8th annual
birthday supper last night at the
R ndezvou
eK .
. ~· h
t d M
omoma s
ave se1ec e
ason
Andres, as the club representative
to the Health council. They have appointed Mason Anders, Jim Holleman, Glenn Kelly, Paul Sullivan
and Warren Snyder as members of
the Koinonia's health council.
The M.E.A. club held its regular
meeting Saturday night in Cathcart's
third floor lounge. Myrna Costello
was chosen to represent the club at
the Health Council meetings.
The Phi Delta's met Saturday,
Nov. 5 for their regular meeting.
After the devotion and business
meeting Nancy Starr, hostess, served refreshments.
The Delta Iota's held their regular meeting Monday night. Richard
Gee resigned as reporter because of
lack of time. Gerald Tenny was electer to fill the vacancy.

White House
Grocery

•

.

Queen Claudette
Reigns At Game

l

!!

Central Barber Shop

1! '.r

1 block north of
Baker Chevrolet

Get your Thanksgiving Corsages

l!

from
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Grace Neal Florist

Flowers are the only perfect gift
for every occassion.

"Flowers of Distinction"

I

Stu a rt Coffey's
I,
Deluxe Barber Shop
Welcoming
Harding College

Phone 724

Hill -Morris Florist

i

"The Best in Flowers"

I
:

We Give S & H Green Stamps

I

1

Phone 539

!._,,_.,,_,._,.,_,._,._,._,.._,,,_,,_,,l.

50 million times"a day

1213 E. Race St.

at home, at work or while atplay

The only bargain

QUALITY

Coward's

There's
nothing
.like

ALWAYS WELCOME

in cleaning is

at the

IDEAL SHOP

Cleaners

a
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SMITH-VAUGHAN
MERCANTILE
205 West

Phone 1
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We are in business for your convenience.

i

Shop with us and save!

j

I

Your WESTINGHOUSE
DEALER

it
I

i

j

I
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I

l Come in and see our complete line 1l
of
l
'
l Drugs - Gifts - Lunches - Fountain Service I
j

1

I

1
•
•

it shouldn't
cost a

fortun~

•

•

to dine
• out in
• style

1/zlb. Hamburger Steak
90c

l

t
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TWO GOOD DRUGSTORES

·li

Headlee Walgreen

\
1

North Spring

I

White House

I

Cafe

i

(3• You experience

.PERFECT REFRESHMENT.

1
l

i

t
1
I

I1
I

Headlee Rexall
North Spruce

I

1

2. You taste its
BRIGHT GOODNESS.

I

I

j

1. You feel its
LIVELINESS.
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80TTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA·COLA COMPANY BY

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF ARKANSAS
Searcy, Arkansas
0 1'55. THI COCA.COlA COMP.ANT
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Birthday Parties

Society
Miss Rosemary Crumbliss
To Marry Don Sauter

Mrs. W. B. Howard, Memphis,
Tenn., announces the engagement of
her daughter, Grace Anne, to James
Gilfillen, son of Mr. and Mrs. L. J.
Gilfillen, Belleville, Ill.
Miss Howard is a junior at Harding majoring in musjc and is a member of the Harding A Cappella
Chorus and the Mu Eta Adelphian
social club.
Mr. Gilfillen, a senior majoring in
business administration is a member of the A Cappella Chorus and
the Alpha Phi Kappa social club.
The wedding will take place Dec.
17, 1955, at the Union Avenue
Church of Christ in Memphis, Tenn.

Mr. and Mrs. Raymond H. Crumbliss, °Tuscumbia, Ala., announce the
engagement of their daughter, Rosemary, to Donald Sauter, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Lyle W. Sauter of Kansas
City, Mo.
The wedding will be an event of
Feb. 3 in the Tuscumbia Church of
Christ. The bride's father w;ill officiate.

Stotts
Drug Store

The second book review tea of
the year was held Nov. 4 in Beaumont Library.
Louis Stevens, Eugene Byrd Max
Bates and Russ Mertens, representatives of Galaxy and Cavelier clubs,
greeted 'guests at the door.
Lavender chrysanthemums surrounded by silver leaves centered
the refreshment table.
Spiced tea and cookies were served by Della Stokes and Zorita McAlister, repreaenting Delta Chi
Omega and H. H. H.
Mrs. Glass gave the welcome and
presented Dr. Orlan Sawey who
gave a talk on southern literature
and reviewed the book "Ponder
Heart."

Sterling
Stores
"Be Thrifty"

Searcy's Leading 5c - $1.00
't;i------------------------------------------------------------------~--------
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Dottie Goodwin

Margaret Harrdin

Mary Hamlett

Mary Ann Smith

WOMEN WANTED
Advertising firm wants housewives
with clear handwriting. Make good
money spare time. Write SlllRLEY
MITCHELL, 129 Belmont Strreet,
Belmont, Mass.

The Searcy. Bank
·

Longley-McAuley
Wed Oct 17

Patty Allen

Book Review Tea Held~
Dr. Sawey Is Speaker

-- -------------4---~-----------4~
!r.---------------------------------------It Pays to Shop
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Irene Lawson was honored by a
surprise dinnerr at the Rendezvous
on Halloween evening.
Janis Lyles was honored at a surThoae attending were Bonnie
The marriage of Miss Sarah Longprise birthday party Sunday night Gower, Byrdie DeVane, Janice Vogley, daughter of Mrs. Nelson A.
in Cathcart Hall.
! ler and Lucille Richards.
Longley and the late Mr. Longley;
Refreshments of cake and cokes
and James A. McAuley, son of Mr.
were provided the guests. "Peachy"
and Mrs. T. E. McAuley of Memphis,
Hightower gave a humorous reading.
was solemnized October 17 in a
Those present were: Janis Lyles,
candlelight ceremony at the home
Dottie Goodwin was surprised at a
Annette Hendrix, Modena Parks,
of the bride's mother in Batesville.
party Sunday night to celebrate her
Barbara Galyan, Nancy Staar, Emily
Clyde C. Hance officiated before
Travis, "Peachy" Hightower, Sally birthday.
an improvised altar of bronze chryIla Verne Crews and Sallie Turner santhemums and ivy set against a
Rogers, Glenda Calvert, Ruby Anderson, Andee King, Maggie Chafin, served birthday cake to Margaret fan-shaped trellis entertwined with
Doreen Anderson, Scharlotte Crouch, Hardy, Jackie Jones, Cathy Sample, ivy and autumn leaves and flanked
Janiece Selby, Joan Lawson, Margie Bo\>bie Bunch, Joanne Fugate, Fern by baskets of bronze chrysanthePalsay, Yvonne Niceswanger, Martha
Cannon, and Sara Fontaine.
mums on wrought-iron stands.
Tucker, Ann Belue, Patty Allen, CarMrs. Paul Gray sang, accomroll Leah Pearson, Jayne Van Way,
Mary Duer, Pauline Clark, Ann panied by Lyndell Watkins. Miss Von
Combs, Mary Anne Smith, Melba Dean Gray read Elizabeth Barret
Browning's sonnet, "How Do I Love
On Wednesday night, Nov. 9, Sands, Judaun Reagan, Ramona Thee?"
Thompson,
Nadine
Pate,
Betty
Clark,
Patty Allen was given a surprise
Dr. Clark Stevens Harding Biology
birthday dinner in the kitchin of Betty Floyd, Ardyth Johnson, Sue
profesor gave his sister-in-law in
Carruth,
Libby
Landson,
Margie
Cathcart Hall.
Hall, Glenda Taylor, Elaine Foren1 marriage. The bride wore a sapphire
The dinner was given by Cathy Shirley Fort and the honoree.
blue cocktail length frock of importSample, Carolyn Hutt, Carroll Leah
ed silk and taffeta with a draped
Pearson, Dottie Goodwin, Mary
silk bodice and low-cut neckline.
Duer, Yvonne Niceswanger, Jayne
The skirt was taffeta with a lace
Van Aay, Margaret Hardy, Martha
overskirt and back panel of silk. She
Tucker and Jackie Jones.
Margaret Hardin was surprised wore a matching hat and shoes and
The menu consisted of broiled with a birthday party Nov. 2 in caried a bouquet of gardenias and
beans and cokes.
Patti Cobb. Hostess for the party white tuberoses. Her only ornaThe menu consisted of broiled was Janice Pahal.
ment was a diamond broach given
hamburgers, potato chips, baked
Margaret was given a gift and to her mother by her father on
beans and cokes.
refreshments of cokes and cookies their weding day.
Mrs. Clark Stevens was her siswere served to Jenette Tipton,
Francis Gould, Esther Ramsey, Kay ter's only attendant. Mr. McAuley
Parris, Jan Somerville, Margaret served his son as best man. Mrs.
Holton, Mary Hill, Sue Paxson, Dar- Durward McGFaha of Newport was
A party was given for Mary Ham- lene Darling, Beth Regan, Sandra in charge of the bride's book. Mrs.
lett Nov. 8 by her roommate, Bar- Phillips, Loretta Goyne, Betty Good- Fred E. Stuart and Mrs. Ardell Mcman and Lulu Harris.
bara Harris.
Adams assisted.
The bride's table was overlaid
Others present were Rosalie
with a white linen cloth centerd
Causbie, Claudette Grable, Gloria
with an arrangemnt of white Fuji
Shewmaker and Helen Rice.
chrysanthemums in a crystal bowl.
Refreshments of cake and coffee
Mary Anne Smith was surprised
Mr. and Mrs. McAuley will be at
were served.
Nov. 6 with a birthday party.
home in North Little Rock until
Cokes, birthday cake and potato
November 22 when he reports to
chips were served.
Parks Air Force Base, Cal., for asThose present were Sue Caruth, sig~ent overseas. Mrs. McAuley
Ann Belue, Melba Sands, Dottie will remain in North Little Rock
Goodwin and the honoree.
where she is a member of the faculty
of Fourth Street Junior High School.
We need greater virtues to susBoth Mr. and Mrs. McAuley are
tain good than evil fQrtune.
former Harding Students.

Janis Lyles

Miss Howard Engaged
To James Gilfilin

i!

Irene Lawson

-------·------------------------------·

MARGARET HARDY, Society Editor

103 W. Arch

HARDING BISON, Searcy, Ark.

_Welcome to all students and faculty of

..

WELCOME!
Harding Students & Faculty

Harding College.

Bradley's Barber Shop
Where you get the best in
haircuts (A Christian shop)

YOUR BANK OF FRIENDLY SERVICE

Member F.D.I.C.

Let us serve you ....

!
I
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and thanks

The MAYFAIR
SEARCY'S FRIENDLY FORD DEALER
r.---------------------------------------------------------------------------.,:,

.Welcomes
Harding College Student and Faculty
Members

r-·----·---1
i

Complete service on any make cars or trucks.

ASK ABOUT OUR BUDGET PLAN .

WHITE COUNTY MOTOR CO.
Searcy

Phone 1000

t

VAN-ATKIN s Sttne

ALLEN'S

i
i QUALITY BAKERY
i

·i

I1

Our business is to serve
you ·with top quality
cookies, decorated cairns
I and bakery products.

i

f

i I 13 E. Center Street
i
Phone 353
I

I

!

l

.
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Learning To Breathe Again
What is it like to be a polio paThese centers serve three vital mitted to the centers for revaluatient in r/.n iron lung ?
purposes:
tion of their progress and also to
First, they help to make the pa- make available to them any new
Imagine yourself suddenly pushed back in time to complete depend- tient more self-reliant through the devices or tec::hniques developed
ence on others for your slightest complete utilization of his remain- through respirator center research.
by Conservative estimates are that cenneeds. Imprisoned within the nar- ing physical assets. Further,
patients at least six
row confines of a tank respirator, bringing widely separated patients ters save
absolutely helpless even as to those together the centers provide a months of hospitalization, thus also
functions ordinarily thought of as means for their more efficent and saving many th ousands of dollars
per pati.ent.
automatic, your view of the world more economical treatment.
Second, the respirator centers prois as wide as the mirror above your
Psychologically, the big challenge
vide vital training for physicians; for many of the respirator patients
head.
Thousands of Americans of all nurses, physical and occupational lies in the acceptance of comproages have been reduced to this therapists and other medical spe- mises that have been forced upon
"womb-like" state by a severe at- cialists who must be the teaching them by their illness. A patient may
tack of infantile paralysis.
For care for the many thousands of ad- be unwilling or unable to believe
professional
personnel that it is imposible for him to re. them, the great . hope is to be "re- ditional
born" into the world we all take for n eeded in the entire field of chroni- turn to his former occupation or
field of study. He does not want to
granted, the world where people cally disabling disease.
Third, the respirator centers are learn a new skill or plot his life in
live and breathe without the aid of
workshops for research into im- a new direction.
mechanical respirators.
Once the compromises are made,
To guide these individuals from proved methods of treatment of the
bitterness is replaced by hope and
disabled.
The
friendly,
healthy
comtheir low point of helplessness to
the job of gradual adjustment is
new and at least partially independ- petition for improvement among paent lives is one goal of the 14 tients often accelerates recovery. made easier. When patients have the
regional respirator centers estab- Improved treatment aids and self- active desire to improve, so much
lished with March of Dimes contri- help devices have spread from cen- more than was thought possible can
butions. Grouped together in these ter to center and to other hospitals be accomplished, even with those maintains 14 of these "breathing" Ohio; Nashville, Tenn.;
Hou~ton,
little remaining
centers with others having common thorugh the visits of doctors and who have very
centers, located in Alameda and Los Texas; and Seattle, Wash.
problems and obstacles, the respira- other profesional personnel. The im- muscular ability.
Angeles, Calif.; Chicago; Wellesley
These centers, and the continuing
Fully half of the patients being
tory patient moves from a vegetable portance of this can be seen from
Hills, Mass.; Ann Arbor, Mich.; need for their existence, are poigdischarged
from
respirator
centers
the fact that, in one center alone,
existence toward a useful life.
Omara, Neb.; Buffalo; New York nant evidence that polio is not beatvisits were made by over 400 pro- today would formerly have remain- City (2) ; Cleveland and Columbus, en yet.
A survey of severe respiratory
fessional personnel in a single year. ed in hospitals for long periods, or
cases under treatment in the U. S.
Each polio patient who enters a even permanently. Many individuals r-·---e-•-•-111-n-·-·-·---uu-w-111-rm-•-•-•t1-1111-11n-111--.-tt1-t
at the close of 1955 revealed over
respirator
center shares problems in who have been considered by their
3,000 patients in hospitals. In 1949
families and themselves to have
there were 500 such patients in the common with his fellow patients, but finished their productive lives have
he
also
presents
unique
problems
entire country, an increase of 500
returned home to a part-time earn"The store that sells for cash and sells for less"
percent or six times as many in just himself. The cooperation of all of ing status and in some instances
seven years. Added to the human the members of the medical team at to complete self-supporting status.
108 E. Arch St.
Phone 211
misery behind these figures is the a center is necessary to provide an
Today, the National Foundation +-•-•-•- ..-•-•tt - •-•-•-•-•-•- •-llW-1&11-•-••-•-111-•- ..-•-111-•+
individualized
program
of
treatment
fact that about one-half of these
patients are adults, many of whom and care for each of the patients.
·~·211111111111m111111111111c111111111111u111111111111c111111111111a111111•:•
§
A good many patients who enter ~
had been the sole or major financial
the centers are eventually "wean- ~
support of their households.
~
U you wish to build
~
The reason behind this enormous ed" from mechanical breathing aids ~
from the ground up
~
increase is a paradox. Better medi- entirely. Most" of the others are at ~
=
cal treatment for polio patients lease "weaned" from the immobility ~
~
who cannot breathe has created the of a tank respirator to less confinSEE
The newest factory-approved equipment for
ing
breathing
aids,
such
as
the
chest
problem. Today, severely affected
~
~
patients · survive in increasing num- respirator or rocking bed.
~
~
your convenience and satisfaction.
The average stay of these respirabers, whereas a decade or less ago
many of them probably would have tory patients at the center is about
died in the early, acute stages of six months, following which the
great majority can be cared for at
the disease.
"where to buy them"
To cope with this problem, the home.
~
~
~
Periodically, the patients are read- §
Paralysis established in 1950 the
3'11111m11111111111c111111111111c111111111111c111111111111a111111111111t•:;
first of its regional respirator centers. Here polio patients with severe
:m111111m1111m1111111m1111111111111111111m11m1111111111~m1mm111m111111m111~11111m1111111111m111111111111111111m1111111111t11111111111m1111111111111111m111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111~
respiratory complications, formerly isolated in scores of hospitals,
were brought together in a pioneer
experiment of vast import to the
entire field of chronic disease treatment.
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Haile _Furniture Co.
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Lincoln-Mercury
SALES & SERVICE
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~ Southerland ~I~ ~ Lumber ·Co. !~

BEN SCROGGINS

PRINTING

IS OUR PURPOSE

We Gladly Give S&H Green Stamps

Badges
Folders
Ribbons

For CHRISTMAS

Booklets

ELNA~

'
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• Liberal trade-in allowance

•CONVENIENT TERMS
Call or Visit for FREE Demon5t.rotion

~
Necchi Elna
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Sewing Circle

110 East Center
Phone 1456
Sear~y

·

Placards

she wants an ~ 1if'" ~.:.

'
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Invoices

give her the GIFT ~
automatic "/.
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Handbills

•

Invitations
Statements
Letterheads
Receipt Books
Business Cards

Low Prices

~
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-

Open til 9 p.m. everyday

Harding
College Press
Phone 708
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=
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Social Stationery

Printing in black or
color by letterpress
or photo lithography

-

.

Envelopes
Catalogues

High Quality

-

WONDER
SUPER MARKET

l.OOKING
A BEAD
by Dr. George S. Benson
DIREqOR - NATIONAi.

EDUCATION PROGRAM
Searcy, Arkan1GS

McGUFFEY'S
"VENOMOUS WORM"

..

'

It would be wonderful if all
the adult population of America today could have access to
and would read the famous old
McGuffey's Eclectic Readers,
which were the dominant
elementary school textbooks in
America for almost a century,
begining in 1836. Many of the
old McGuffey stories containing character-building lessons
have been selected for publication in a new series of school
readers now being published
by the American Book Company.
The appearance of the new
McGuffey series prompted me

to browse through my own
cherished set of the original
McGuffey Readers received as
a gift some years ago. Their
stories are wonderful - the
best from the pen of such writers as Hawthorne, Whittier,
Longfellow, Alcott, Irving,
Webster, Cowper, Johnson,
Dickens, Thackery, etc. The
readers of this column will
agree, I'm sure, that the moral
of "The Venomous Worm,"
from McGuffey's old Fifth
Reader, has application today.
Here it is.

Deadlier Than Copperhead
''Who has not heard of the
rattlesnake or copperhead? An
unexpected sight of either of
these reptiles will make anybody recoil; but there is a species of worm, found in various
parts of this country, which
conveys a poison of a nature so
deadly that, compared with it,
even the venom of the rattlesnake is harmless. To guard our
readers against this foe of

For the best in music, news & sports

human kind is the object of
this lesson.
"This worm varies much in
size. It is frequently an inch
in diameter, but, as it is rarely seen except when coiled, its
length can hardly be conjectured. It is of a dull lead color,
and generally lives near a
spring or small stream of
water, and bites the unfortunate people who are in the habit
of going there to drink. The
brute creation it never molests.
They avoid it with the same
instinct that teaches the animals of India to shun the
deadly cobra.

"Symptoms Terrible''
"Several of these reptiles
have long infested our settlements, to the misery and destruction of many of our fellow-citizens. I have, therefore,
had frequent opportunities of
being the melancholy spectator
of the effects produced by the
subtile poison which this worm
infuses. The symptoms of its
bite are terrible. The eyes of
the patient become red and
fiery, his tongue swells to an

HERE'S THE KEY.; .•
Keep Tuned To

KW.C'B
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immoderate size, and obstructs
his utte~ance; and delirium of
the most horrid character
quickly follows. Sometimes,
in his madness, he attempts the
destruction of his nearest
friends.
"If the sufferer has a family, his weeping wife and helpless infants are not unfrequently the objects of his frantic
fury. He exhibits all the detestable passions that rankle
in the bosom of a savage; and
such is the spell in which his
senses are locked, that no
sooner has the unhappy patient recovered from the paroxysm of insanity occasioned
by the bite, than he seeks out
the destroyer for the sole purpose of being bitten again.

Victims Many
"I have seen a good old
father, his locks as white as
snow, his step slow and trembling, beg in vain of his only
son to quit the lurking place
of the worm. My heart bled
when he turned away; for I

I

~··················· ......_..................................................._...... 1
~
~

Free Cooling system inspection, water hose

~
~
~

tightened, with installation of Prestone.

knew the fond hope that his
son would be the 'staff of his
declining years,' had supported
him through many a sorrow.
Youth of America, would you
know the name of this reptile?
It is called the worm of the
still."
It should be explained that
the worm of the still is the
small lower coil of- copper or
lead tubing on a moonshining
whiskey still from which drips
the powerful distilled product.
Mountain whiskey stills are located at springs or on creek
banks - to obtain the necessary water supply. The writer
of the McGuffey Reader's "The
Venomous Worm" was John
Russell, an author noted for
his sense of humor. The application of its lesson today is ob- .
vious: In a recent newspaper
article I noticed that of the approximately 50,000,000 Americans who drink, several million are alcoholics - victims
of
McGuffey's "Venomous
Worm."
·
Neither the sun nor death can
be looked at without winking.

· .Al & Dean Cafe.
Horne cooked meals served daily

Hiway 6 7 South

1300 on your· radio dial
~
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Keepsake Diamonds
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Jeweler

j

Searcy, Arkansas
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Expert Guaranteed Watch & Jewelry Repair

Miller's Jewelers
Just behind the Rialto Theatre

~
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HART AUTO SERVICE

I

(A HARDING ALUMNUS)
Day Phone 420

.
I
We appreciate your l
patronage!
f

Night Phone 854-W

~

Talkington
GULF STATION
Main & Park Avenue
Phone 923
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I
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. $ I 00 in GROCERIES to be given away Dec.
31. Tickets given with each $I purchase pl us
extra chances with specially selected items on
our shelves.

Drop in and look over

I
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~

"The store that saves you ~
money"
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Sunnyhill Market
1301 E. No. Line

Shoes for the family!
Searcy, Ark.

I

Heuer's
Shoe Store
The Rendezvous

Restaurant

t
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FOR SHOES THAT FIT !
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I
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You will lilc e our lood.
We like all of you!

The Rendezvous
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Bison All-Star Football Game
First Big Tilt In Three Decades
Mason Andres And Charles Weeks
Take Outstanding Player Trophies

Opittio»
By DEWEY BROWN

STATISTICS

THE TROPHIES FOUND THEIR
RIGHTFUL OWNERS

The board of eight faculty members that took on themselves the
task of choosing the outstanding
back and the outstanding lineman of
The Western Conference All-Stars overcame a six point
Saturday night's all-star football
deficit Saturday night and came back strong to score three
game deserves a standing ovation.
touchdowns to take the Harding Bison's classic tilt over the
Throughout the contest, while millEast, 20-12. The West took advantage of the breaks, while the
ing through the crowd, it was eviEast took 100 yards in penalties.
dent that no one coveted their jop.
Spurred by a 50 yard punt return by halfback Charles
Out of the 24 all-stars, and with each
playing his part, it was doubly hard
Weeks that deadlocked the score, the West zoomed to a 20-6
to single out two players as outlead by the time the final period arrived. At this point it was
standing above the rest.
the East who rose to meet the occasion. They went 71 yards
Yet they gritted their teeth and
in seven plays, four of them passes, to pull within spanking
45 did just that and admirably so, for
range of the West. Time ran out before they could gear them22.5 the statistics bear them out. Their
selves again.
er made up for that and more on
71 choices were Charles Weeks , back,
Weeks, who received the Bison the next play when tossed a touchand Mason Andres, lineman.
35.5
Trophy as the outstanding back of down pass to John Vanderpool. StafHere are the figures in one small
the game, brought the crowd of 600 ford again converted.
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
dose. Weeks' individual rushing figpartisan fans to their feet numerures aren't very impressive - he
Timmerman cocked his left arm
Rushing
ous times with his dazzling punt
picked up 33 yards in 10 carries and
and kickoff returns. He returned late in the game, and before he was
TC YG YL TOT. AVE. lost eight for a total figure of 25
through
the
West
was
wondering
if
four of them for 116 yards.
13 45 9 36 2.8 yards for the night.
they had enough TDs. From his own Path
The pasing of Garl'.ett Timmerman 29 he tossed to end, Bill Moore, who Timmerman
29 7.3
4 29
This amounts to 2.5 yards every
and the running of Bill Path and caught it on the run and went 24 J. Vanderpool
11 2.8 time he toted the ball from scrim4 11
Harold Vanderpol highlighted the yards to the West's 47 before Weeks H. Vanderpool
48 6.5 mage. With this shocking fact pres9 58
East's offensive manuevers. Timmer- pulled him in. Path picked up four Fletcher
11 68 7 61 5.5 ent it ,is all the more reason for
man connected on seven of eight through the center to reach the 43. Stafford
9 40 5 35 3.9 lauding our selectors for their choice
passes, and Path and Vanderpool
Weeks
10 33 ,. g 25 2.5 -for they noticed the often unseen
Timmerman
found
end,
Pete
racked up over 100 yards between
points of football playing.
Passing
them to acount for the East's total Ward,, open and threw for 11, and
then brought the crowd to its feet
Actually, Weeks did play a whale
Att. Com. Int. G. TD
ofense lead, 266 to 193 ..
with his next one. He faded to his
8 7 0 106 1 of a game, even if it was under the
Timmerman
left and threw a bull's eye to the
East Scores Again
3 2 0
37 2 cuff. He took the pressure off his
Fletcher
fliyng Path 20 yards downfield.
7 3 1
46 1 teammates early in the game when
H. Vanderpool
The East scored the second time
they were trailing 6-0, by returning
Path was stopped at the two.
2 2 0
18
they got the ball going 80 yards in
J. Vanderpol
Harold Vanderpool's punt 50 yards
Two cracks at the middle netted
nine plays. H. Vanderpol ripped off
Pass Receiving
for the tieing tally. Before this, the
runs of 6, 34, and 4, and Path ad- nothing so H. Vanderpol went to
1 Whites seemed sluggish, but after3
44
ded sprints of 10, 12 and 8 tO' pene- the air and located Ward in the Path
1 ward they seemed to perk up.
2
26
trate the one yard line. Bill Staf- end-zone for the touchdown. H. Andres
1
6
Weeks returned both of the West's
ford and Bob Fletcher set Path for Vanderpool' s pass on the extra point Morris
1
19
kickoff receptions. In doing so he
a three yard loss, but on third down attempt went incomplete, and the Borden
1
20
pranced 45 yards for a 22.5 average
Timmerman shot a pass to Path for Bison's first all-star game was his- Perrin
J. Vanderpool
1
23
1 per return. The West handled two
the go-ahead marker. Path's smash tory, the West winning 20-12.
1
12
punts returning them 71 yards for a
at right tackle was coled short of
Besides Weeks and Andres, Gain- H. Vanderpol
1
24
Timmerman
35.5 average. Weeks did the carrythe line.
ey, Stafford, Benny Sanders, John
2
12
1 ing on both. A 21 yard punt reMidway in the second quarter two Weibel, Pat Stewart and Fletcher Ward
1
24
turn by Weeks set up the West's fipenalties set the East back on their turned in yeoman defensive work. Moore
nal touchdown in the third period.
seven to force a punt situation. H. For the East credit Jim Borden,
This, plus the fact that Weeks was
Vanderpol booted a 43 yarder to Tommy Brown, Jim Shurbet, Dale
the top defensive ace of the nightWeeks on the 50 and the elusive McAulty, Moore, Ward and Jerry
if you can go by the number of tackhalfback meandered down the mid- Perrin for their alert defensive jobs.
les a guy makes. At any rate Weeks
dle behind the key blocks of Jim
led the whole crew with eight indiGainey and John Weibel to score.
vidual stops.
Fletcher's conversion atempt sail- Champion Yellowiackets
With the close of the softball seaed to the right, to leave it knotMason Andres, without a doubt,
son, the girls' captains have selectFinish Season 3-1
ted at 6-6.
ed the Softball All-Stars. Ten play- turned in his best game of the seaA recovered fumble on the East's
son. He carried his big 225 frame
The Yelowjackets defeated the ers were chosen from 40 girls eli- around with considerable speed, con20 set up the West's next touchgible
for
an
All-Star
position.
In
down. After two swaps at the mid- Bumblebees in the last game of the order to be eligible, a player must sistently breaking in the clear to
sections by Weeks and Fletcher that intramural softball season to become have participated in three of the snag passes. And when he wasn't
netted only six yards, Fletcher toss- champions for the 1955 softbal sea- four games.
doing that he was a good decoy.
ed a 14 yard heave to End Mason son.
The following girls will receive Andres snagged two passes for 24
Ann Belue and Betty Floyd served
Andres for the tally. Andres' circus
medals for being selected as Soft- yards and one touchdown, and had
catch was just one of the reasons as captains for the winning Yellow- ball All-Stars: Ruby Nell Bobbitt, one 30 yard TD heave called ba(.)k on
he received the Bison Trophy as jackets. The other players were Lib- Charlene Kimbro, Maggie Chaffin, a penalty.
the outstanding lineman of the by Lansdon, Marjorie Haris, Louise Myrna French, Floriece Adams, Ann
He was second only to Weeks in
game. Stafford converted to make McAlister, Mary Ann Vaughn, Caro- Belue, Betty Floyd, Johnnie Vaughn, tackles with seven. Andres somelyn
Hightower
and
Patsy
Yarbrough.
it 13-6 two minutes before the half.
Marty Austin; and Alternates, Jo how managed to stay fresh throughThe other three teams Honeybees, Holton and "Jackie King.
The West recovered a fumble on
out the game.
the East's 17 early in the third per- Sweatbees and Mudwasps-each had
The West's actually turned out to
iod but the surge ran out of gas a two win, two los record. The BumIf we had no faults we should not be a gang of opportunists. They
blebees had a one win, two loss take so much pleasure in noting caught the East napping early in the
at the eight.
record to the Yelowjacket's two those of others.
first period and shook Weeks loose
Weeks Returns Punt
·win, one loss record, making it posA 21 yard punt return by Weeks sible for a ~ie-up had the Bumble- 'r·----------------------------------1
set up the West's final TD late in bees won, but their fate was otherI
the third quarter. From the East's wise.
All home app iances I
39 Stafford rolled out for 14 to reach
I
:
We have more strength than will;
and Fletcher contributed 4 to reach
TV sales
services
the 18. An off-sides penalty cost and it is often merely for an excuse
them 5 back to the 23, but Fletch- we say things are impossible.
East
First downs
13
Yards rushing
122
Yards pasing
144
Total offense
266
Passes attempted
15
10
Passes completed
Passes had intercepted 1
Yards lost on penalties 100
Fumbles
3
Fumbles lost
2
Times punted
3
Punting average
36.7
Yards kickoff returned 55
Average per return 18.3
Yards punt return
0
Average per return
0

West
8
138
55
193
5
0
0
50
1
1
3
24.7

Ten Girls Named '55
Softball AH-Stars

!
!

I
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on his 50 yard touchdown jaunt,
pounced on a fumble at the East's
20 for another six-pointer, and jarred Weeks free for his 21 yard punt
return that set the stage for their
final marker.
The East moved well enough on
the ground behind Bill Path, Garrett
Timmerman and Harold Vanderpool,
but no team incurrs 100 yards in
penalties without feeling its effects.
Their passing was superior or
should we say eXJ)loited more.
Timmerman's sensational tossing
accounts for most of that. The lefty
cocked his arm eight times and connected on seven for 106 of the East's
144 yards. The West threw a dandy
four for five mark.
Defensively, the Wests seemed to
be more alert. They stretched in the
middle section of the field but snapped back within the shadows of their
own goal post. Credit this to Jim
Gainey, John Wiebel, Bill Stafford
and Benny Sanders. Stafford and
Bob Fletcher turned in some thrilling runs, and Fletcher's throwing
arm was deadly. He tossed for two
of the West's touchdowns.
Jim Borden and Tommy Brown
spearheaded the East's defensive
gestures. However, 123 pound Jim
Shurbet stole the show defensively
for the East. Twice he corraled Andres single-handedly, piggy-back
style, and numerous times put the
stopper on Fletcher - and that's
strictly a man's job.
Mention is also due to Dale McAnulty, Pete Ward, Jerry Perrin and
Bill Moore for their defensive services.
The game was a crowd-pleaser
from the opening whistle to the final
tackle, and that, without a doubt,
means football at its best.
THANKS!!!
The boys in uniform aren't the only ones that make an all-star football game successful. Thanks first of
all to the men in stripes - the
referees - Blackie Berryhill, Stan
Schwartz and Hugh Rhodes.
Running over them quickly,
thanks to: our public address announcer Edsel Hughes; the cheerleaders, Melba Sands, Dot Goodwin,
Peggy Robertson and Mary Anne
Smith; our distinguished guest, Dr.
George S. Benson for crowning the
queen; the band; the work and
planning of our editor Dennie Hall;
and of our society editor Margaret
Hardy; Elizabeth Landsdon for the
queen's crown; Harold Norwood and
Tony Pippen our drivers; Ottis Hilburn for making the posters; Claudette Harris, Roselyre Shappley and
Margaret Austin, our royalty; and
the many others who played major
rolls.
We give our special thanks to
Cecil Beck, intramural director, who
did so much to make the game a
success.
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THE PIT
Hamburgers · · · · -1 Bc
6for $1.00
THE BEST BAR-8-Q IN TOWN
Highway 6 7 East
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TRAWICK'S
Appliance Store
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East Race St. - Searcy •
Phone 1297
I
.
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{.{ Cleaning
Laundry must be in by Saturday noon to
be out for going h~me Thanksgiving

HARDING COLLEGE LAUNDR't

{.{ Pressing
{.{Wet Wash

"The Best In The Business"
Greg Rhodes, Mgr.

{.{ Fluf Dry
{.{ Laundry Finish

